In structured editing systems, the cut-and-paste operation can be restricted by structural constraints if no automatic transformations of the structure of part of document are provided. The solution presented in this paper is based on the modelling of document types (DTD), allowing several order relations between types to be identi ed in order to determine when and how transformations can be done. Basically, the structural representation of a document type is given by a tree where the leaves are basic types. A canonical form of the types has been de ned in order to eliminate syntactic details of SGML and to allow correct analysis of types. For e cient dynamic transformations, the tree representation is linearized in a Dyck word, keeping only structural information and types of the leaves. A cut-and-paste operation is then implemented as a string comparison between the source instance word and the target type word; the result gives a way to construct a new target instance which conforms to the target type even if the source type is di erent.
Introduction
Abstract document models involved in well-accepted standards such as SGML 1] or ODA become more frequently used in document preparation systems 2], 3]. These systems are usually called "structured editing systems" because they handle a structured (mainly hierarchical) document representation whereas traditional systems use a linear representation. Document models are called Document Type De nitions (DTD) or document generic structures.
However, more research has still to be done before the emergence of commercial, exible and convenient structured editing products, especially in a interactive environment. One limitation of current systems comes from the structural constraints on documents that can be considered too rigid by users. For example, the familiar cut-andpaste command that allows the user to copy or cut a part of a document (the source) and to insert (or paste) it into another part (the target) of a document cannot be easily implemented in an interactive structured editing system. In fact, such a system must take into account both the type of elements constituting the source part and the type of the target. Moreover, the system must allow these types to be de ned in di erent document models, when source and target elements are in di erent documents. Strong typing of document components often leads to rejection of the command when the types are di erent, because the editor always controls the pasted structure and refuses the operation if it is not compatible with the type of the target.
To allow a cut-and-paste operation when types are di erent, the structure of source element must be transformed to become consistent with the target generic structure. Usually, the user wants this transformation to be automatic when editing a document, as when he uses an unstructured editing tool 1 . In most cases, he does not want to be bothered by cut-and-paste limitations due to structure di erences. However, he may want to indicate his preferences when several transformations are possible. This kind of transformation performed by an interactive editor is called a dynamic transformation.
The main constraints that have to be taken into account when implementing a dynamic transformation tool are the following:
1. The cut-and-paste operation must lose no information while keeping as far as possible structural information. 2 . The types involved in the operation can be any types known in the system, so no pre-processing can be performed as in static transformations (see 4]). 3 . Performances are critical as the operation is interactive.
Few studies have been made on the speci c problem of document types transformations. A rst analysis of that problem can be found in 5]. As far as we know, only two implementations have been made: the rst one is based on the Rita editor 6], 7] and the second one the Grif editor 4]. However, several works are on-going, as it can be seen in the EP'94 Conference program, where a special session has been devoted to document transformation 8], 9], 10].
Structured editing systems are not the only systems faced with problems of type conversions; at least three other areas deal with these problems: programming languages, structure-oriented programming environments such as Gandalf 11] In most of these approaches, type conversions are based on explicit speci cations of the desired transformations by means of "transformation declarations" such as in Synthesizer Generator 13], or using an extension of Attributes Grammars: SIMON 8] , Natural Semantics with the Typol language in Centaur 16] . In an interactive structured editor, it is not possible to express statically all possible transformations that could be requested by users. Therefore explicit methods cannot be retained and we have investigated automatic transformations based on an abstract syntax tree for document type de nition.
The solution presented in this paper is based on the modelling of document types (DTD), allowing several order relations between types to be identi ed. Basically, the structural representation of a document type, which is expressed with the SGML Content Model, is given by a tree where the leaves are basic types. Relevant information 1 This is the request formulated by daily users of our interactive editor.
is associated with each node of the tree (which represents a sub-component of the document type) such as its constructor, the rank of each of its children, etc. A canonical form of the types has been de ned in order to eliminate the syntactic details of SGML (inclusions, exclusions, entities, etc.) and to allow correct analysis of the types. For efcient dynamic transformations, the tree representation is linearized, maintaining only structural information and types of the leaves.
In this work, we consider only the part of SGML that concerns the Content Model, and the generic structures presented in the following are written using a subset of the SGML syntax. In the rest of this paper, the term constructor is used to identify the ve mechanisms allowing the de nition of constructed types. These constructors are listed below with their corresponding SGML notation:
Ordered Group: SGML connector ','. Unordered Group: SGML connector '&'. List: SGML occurrence indicators '+' and '*'. Choice: SGML connector 'j'. Identity.
We call recursive type a type whose name appears in the de nition of one or more of its descendants. For example, in the DTD given below, Para is a recursive type, as we can have the following derivation from Para: Para -> Itemized -> Item -> Para.
The following example is a simple generic structure (or DTD) for an Article, that will be further used to illustrate the ideas presented in this paper.
The next section presents the type model and the type representation that constitute the theoretical basis of our work, and section 3 describes an implementation of the cutand-paste operation using this model.
Type modelling
In structured editing systems, the logical structure of documents can be considered as a tree structure in which each node has a type. We have shown in 17] that not only document instances, but also generic structures, as de ned by DTDs, can be considered as trees. But a document type is not only characterized by the structural position of each of its components (which is given by the tree representation), but also by its constructor. Additional information is needed for a complete static type analysis such as the size of a List or the rank of types in an Ordered Group (they are not used in the following). We have de ned a functional model for document types, allowing to identify relations between types that are richer than the simple equivalence of type names.
As this modelling has been presented in detail in 17], we will focus here on the work that we have done to t the speci c requirements of the cut-and-paste operation.
We identify three steps in the type representation:
Canonical transformation of the types to eliminate syntactic details of DTDs. Type modelling based on trees to represent structural information, taking into account recursive types in order to handle only nite trees. Linear representation of type trees to allow e cient structural type comparison.
Canonical form of document types
In order to eliminate syntactic details of DTDs and to have a bijection between the type de nitions and the set of the nodes of the corresponding tree representation introduced in section 2.2, the generic structure is transformed into a canonical form by the following operations:
Parameters entities are replaced by their de nitions and identities between constructed types are suppressed (these are syntactic constructions). SGML rules are split in order to have only one constructor in a type de nition, and a name is given to the created types. For example, the following de nition of type Chapter:
where Chapter is an Ordered Group and SectionList is a List. Constructed types can be used more than once in the DTD. To ensure the unicity of names, reused types names are renamed. For example, if x is de ned by the Ordered Group (y, y, z), y must be renamed in order to have (y1, y2, z). Tree construction is performed by expanding all components of type de nition (see 2.2).
Optional de nitions are suppressed in developing all alternatives involved. In the example, Section is an Ordered Group with the optional type SubSectList. Section is transformed into :
Inclusions are developed by adding, wherever they are allowed, a choice containing the included types; in a reverse way, exclusions can be removed from every de nition (as they are expanded). Types appearing in a Choice or in an Unordered Group constructor are reordered. The order function chosen only depends on the basic types names and the constructors names (or a relevant coding of them). This de nes thus an unique order of Choice (or Unordered Group) items which does not depend on items names. This operation will make pertinent the comparison between types where items order is not signi cant.
The result is a semantically equivalent but more developed de nition (but which is not intended to be shown to the user!), for which the corresponding tree representation can easily be associated.
Tree representation
Let t be the canonical form of a document type to be represented as a tree. The set of tree nodes is T t , which is the set of type names used in the de nition of t, including t itself. Type t is the root of the tree and the function parent of the tree, denoted p: T t ! T t , expresses that 8 x 2 T t , p(x) is the type in the de nition of which x appears.
With this functional de nition of the tree of a type, we identify the ascendants of x as:
A(x) = fy 2 T t j 9 k 2 N , y = p k (x)g and the descendants of x as: C(x) = fy 2 T t j 9 k 2 N , x = p k (y)g The leaves of the tree (T t , p) are basic types (called ) or recursive types. The example of Fig.1 and Fig.2 shows a partial tree representation of a DTD Article which has previously been transformed into a canonical form. The type Para is de ned in a separate tree in order to handle recursion without having in nite trees. Thus, Para is considered as a basic type in the tree of Article. With this modelling, we will see in section 3.3 how type comparison can be performed.
The tree is labelled with the constructor name of each node (Ordered Group, Unordered Group, List, Choice, Identity). For the sake of clarity and similarity with the linear representation (see 2. 3), the constructor label of each node is represented with the following notations: With this modelling, it is possible to de ne structural relations between types such as: type isomorphism, compatibility, factor or cluster. These relations allow the identi cation of possible transformations when the source and target elements involved in the transformation are not of the same type.
Two types t and t' are isomorph or structurally equivalent, which is noted t t', if and only if the following properties are veri ed:
1. The tree structures are identical: there is a bijection ' between the set of nodes T t and T t 0 of the two trees representing respectively type t and type t': ': T t ! T t 0 : ' is bijective, and 8 x 2 T t , '(p(x)) = p('(x)). 2. x and '(x) have the same constructor. 3 . The types that are children of x and of '(x) are isomorph: 8 x 2 T t , 8 y j x = p(y), y '(y). Remark: the isomorphism is identity for basic types. 8 y 2 , '(y) = y. In conclusion, all constructors are equal or equivalent, but the names of the involved types may be di erent. This equivalence relation, t t', expresses the identity of structure between the types t and t' and allows the transformation of any instance of type t into type t'(and vice versa). Fig.3 shows an example of two isomorphic types: type SimpleSection and type SimpleSubSection have identical tree structures with the same constructors at each corresponding node (the roots are ordered groups, rst descendants of the roots are identites and second descendants are lists). 9 v 2 T t , u v. The concept of type cluster is a generalization of the notion of factor, since it can be considered as a set of factors. Let t and u be two types; u is a cluster of t if and only if the following conditions are satis ed:
1. T u T t , every node of the cluster tree u belongs to tree t. 2. 8x 2 T u : p u (x) 2 A t (x), the parent of x in the cluster u is an ascendant of x in the tree t. 8 y 2 A t (x) j y 2 A u (x) , 8 z 2 C u (x), y 2 A u (z) every ascendant of node x (in tree t) which belongs to the cluster is also an ascendant of its descendants in the cluster u.
The example Fig.5 developed in section 3.4 is an example of cluster relation. Type SimpleSection is a cluster of type Chapter because each node of SimpleSection has an equivalent one in Chapter while preserving hierarchical dependencies between nodes (Para node has a list node among its ascendants).
Linear representation of types
In this part, we de ne a representation of types in which the identi cation of structural relationships between types can be implemented more e ciently than by using algorithms on trees.
The linear representation is based on Dyck words, de ned as: A Dyck word on an alphabet S is a word which can be recursively written by:
2. w = x w' x w" where w' and w" are themselves Dyck words.
The association of a Dyck word to an ordered labelled tree 18], 19], gives a linear and parenthesized representation of a type tree. The tree is linearized with the following method:
The structural information is given by a classical parenthesizing mechanism (using the Dyck word representation). The constructor identi cation is given by the use of di erent brackets, one for each constructor as previously de ned. The types of the leaves (basic types and recursive types) constitute the deepest terms of the string 2 .
As an example, the type tree Article of Fig.1 ..g, is the set of basic types, R is the set of the recursive types used in the DTD, V is the set of constructed types, P is the set of production rules, and the axiom D 2 V is the root type of the DTD. The Dyck word obtained by linearization of the type tree of a DTD is a rational expression of the language de ned by the corresponding grammar.
With this representation, isomorphism is identi ed by string equality. Similarly factor and cluster relations are identi ed by substring research algorithms. Moreover, this representation allows the de nition of algorithms which take into account both structural and content information of the parts of documents to be cut-and-pasted. 3 Implementing the cut-and-paste operation 3 
.1 Requirements
During cut and paste operations, the user's concern is to keep the content of the source element. This must be seen as a requirement of higher priority than preserving the structure. However, the transformation must keep as much as possible structural information. Therefore, the semantics we use for the cut and paste operations are the following:
Preserving the content of the source element is the primary goal of the operation. The resulting structure must conform to the type de nition of the target document. The existence of a target structure identical to the source structure represents the best and simplest solution for a paste operation. 2 The e ective Dyck word of a tree would have suppressed the terminal nodes. But we need to keep the type of the leaves in the cut-and-paste operation: it is not possible to paste a #PCDATA element into an EMPTY element (or into any other basic type).
Preserving the source structure is not required but is a secondary goal. The recognition of type relations as stated in 2.2 between source and target types constitutes partial solutions for structure conservation. As the semantics of the operation requested by the user cannot always be automatically determined, the user may have to choose between several solutions. User interface aspects are crucial in such situations.
It is clear that there are several matching methods for implementing this operation: there is rather a hierarchy of potential transformations, providing a set of solutions which can be ordered from highly structured transformations (strict structural equivalence between the source and the destination) to transformations in which the structural information is (partially or totally) lost but the content (basic type elements) is preserved.
The cut-and-paste operation is integrated within a general dynamic transformation component that can be used for other useful transformation operations: restructuring a (part of) document (e.g. transforming a list of items into a enumeration of items), and structuring of an unstructured or weakly structured document. The next subsection describes the architecture of the dynamic transformation tool and its main components are presented in the rest of this section.
Architecture of the dynamic transformation tool
The following ve main modules have been identi ed for the implementation of dynamic transformation operations:
1. The user interface module (command analysis, dialog and result presentation). 2 . The type analysis module for canonical transformation and type tree generation. 3 . The type comparison module including Dyck words generation. 4 . The coupling module. 5 . And the target instance generation module.
Only the rst and the last modules must be interfaced with the editing system. The rst module needs user interaction functions and must obtain source and target type information. With the coupling information given by the previous module, the last module generates a target instance using basic editing functions of the editor (such as element insertion). General framework algorithm The matching methods are ordered as speci ed by the following algorithm (this order could be changed if experiments show a better order):
1. If Ts = Tt, the operation is obvious and no transformation of the source is performed. 2. If Ts 6 = Tt, the Dyck words of types Ts and Tt are computed and are compared.
The result of the comparison can lead to di erent transformations of the instance:
If Ts Tt, the source instance has a structure that conforms to the target type except for the type names: the editor creates a new instance of type Tt and lls the leaves with the leaves of the source instance. This transformation is transparent for the user. This case happens when the user wants to paste a Section of a Chapter into a Section of a Report, or an Abstract into a Paragraph. If Ts is a factor of Tt (the tree corresponding to Ts is a sub-tree of the one of Tt), the new instance of type Tt created is partially lled with the source and the user will have to complete the empty parts (their types don't appear in type Ts). It is worth noting that many factors can be found; the editor may be able to choose among these solutions and/or may require the user intervention.
The case where Ts is a cluster of Tt is a generalization of the factor case (a cluster is a set a subtrees of a tree which preserves parental hierarchy).
The algorithm for the identi cation of clusters (found in 19]) cannot be only based on substring matching because parental hierarchy must be veri ed. When no relation is identi ed by words comparisons, other methods can be applied in order to nd structural compatibility: constructors must be analyzed to transform, when children types are compatible, List of Choices into Groups, Groups of Groups into Groups, Ordered Groups into Unordered Groups and vice-and-versa. A rst idea to deal with type compatibility is to replace a sequence of constructors (ex. a Group of Groups) into a compatible one (a Group), allowing thus to apply again the comparison algorithms.
As an example, an instance of type Article can be pasted into a Report: <!ELEMENT Report { (Date, Number,Title, Author, Body) > This operation is available because it is possible to transform a Group of Groups (Article contents the Group Front) into a simple Group containing the same types (Report).
Recursive types In order to eliminate the problem of having to compare in nite trees given by recursive types, the recursive types are computed in a modular approach allowing two steps in the comparison algorithms. When a recursive type is detected in a DTD (one of its descendant is itself), it is not expanded and a leaf with its name is placed in the DTD type tree (Fig.1) . A separate tree is created for the recursive type (Fig.2) . Dyck words are computed using the recursive type name as a terminal node, avoiding in nite trees and words to be handled. This approach for solving the recursion problem is similar to 15]: recursive (called periodic) tree comparison is not considered. Instead, it is transformed into nonrecursive tree comparison or nite k-periodic tree comparison. We argue that this method is adequate for most users requests and it corresponds to the analysis of typical usage of recursive types in our editor:
Recursive types are low level types -usually they are basic components of a more general DTD such as a paragraph, a tree schema, a graphic, etc. In some way, they are extensions of the basic types. A typical example is the type Parag as de ned in Section 1.
The same recursive types may be used in di erent DTDs.
Thus, the cut-and-paste operation between recursive types can belong to one of the following situations:
1. Source and destination types both contain the same recursive type(s): the analysis can be performed as if recursive types were basic types. 2. Source and destination types both contain similar recursive type(s) but with di erent names. In this case, the comparison between source and destination words will fail because of the names di erence of recursive types. The program must then work in two (or more steps): compare the recursive types Dyck words, and if they are equivalent, replace their names by a common name in the Dyck words of the source and destination types; the comparison between source and destination words can then be performed. 3 . In more complex situations, string comparison could also be applied with the use of the virtual type of the source instance (the Dyck word has no recursive type and is nite because it is constructed from the instance) and a Dyck word of the destination type in which the recursion is developed until the same depth as in the source instance.
Ordered and Unordered Groups When the cut-and-paste operation involves a
Group instance to be pasted into another Group containing the same items, the user would like this operation to be performed automatically even if the source and destination types are not in the same order. As stated in 3.1, keeping content is more important than keeping structure (here the order between items). More precisely, we can have the following situations:
1. If the source is an (ordered) Group and the destination an Unordered one, the order of the destination instance will be given by the source order. In the opposite case, the order will be given by the destination type. 2. If both source and destination types are unordered, the source instance keeps its order when it is pasted in the destination instance. 3 . Finally, if both source and destination types are ordered with a distinct order, the destination instance cannot get the required source order: content is preserved while structure information cannot be not kept by the cut-and-paste transformation.
In all these situations, the comparison algorithm must state that the types involved are equivalent. This analysis leads to code the tree in order to de ne an absolute order among the items of ordered Groups, using the same ordering method as for Choices and unordered Groups (see last item of the list in 2.1).
Coupling
We call coupling type correspondences needed by the paste operation for the creation of the new instance. Each type node of the source must be associated with the destination type identi ed by the comparison. The coupling is straightforward when an isomorphism relation has been detected, but the associations between source and destination substrings must be computed and recorded during factor and cluster comparison. These links are registered in the tree structures in order to prepare the target instance generation.
Problem When many associations have been given by the comparison (in the case of factor or cluster relations), it is necessary to choose the coupling that will be proposed to the user. Example In Fig.5 , we can see how elements can be coupled when a SimpleSection becomes a Chapter. In this case, the previous comparison algorithm detects that the source is a cluster of the target and several coupling correspondences are possible: the list ParaList of the source can be coupled with either the list SectionList (as in the gure) or the list ParaList of the destination. The both cases are structurally correct because there is a descendant with the type Para. The solution chosen here privileges the coupling of higher level nodes which seems to be preferred in most situations. 
Target instance generation
In this module, the new element is constructed according to the relation identi ed between source and destination types. Creation of the new instance may induce creation of elements not speci ed by the coupling such as required ascendants or mandatory siblings.
Conclusions
The ideas presented in this paper are being implemented in the Grif editor 3]. The document model used in Grif is similar to SGML with di erences in the set of basic types (not only text but graphics, mathematic symbols, images and references are basic types).
A rst implementation has been done for the ve modules presented in the previous section but with some restrictions. The canonical transformation and the tree linearization have been developed. The algorithms for structural equivalence, factor and cluster relation recognition have been implemented (mainly based on the Knuth-Morris-Pratt algorithm and ordered tree inclusion algorithms), but multiple solutions are not yet handled. The compatibility of Lists of Lists and Groups of Groups is also identi ed in the comparison program but it must be extended to other type compatibilities. Beside the implementation of these type comparison algorithms, we know that the de nition of a pertinent user interface for the cut-and-paste operation is a complex problem (mainly because of the need of handling multiple solutions) that we intend to address in the near future.
Considering only ordered tree inclusion algorithms, as we have done in this paper, brings an important limitation on the matching process: some pertinent cluster solutions are not found because the algorithm takes into account the order of the branches (the trees are supposed to be ordered). To partially cope with this restriction, we have chosen an ordering algorithm that sorts the descendants of every node from the shortest to the largest (often the deepest) one.
Nevertheless, our rst results are encouraging because the cut-and-paste operation can give good proposals for useful transformation requests. The result is pertinent not only for the transformation of equivalent types (list of items into enumeration, section of a chapter into section of an article), but also when factors and clusters relations are identi ed in more elaborated transformations such as structural level modi cation (a section becomes a subsection or vice-and-versa).
We have shown how type modelling can be used for providing essential functionalities such as the cut-and-paste operation in a structured editing system. It is clear that an ad hoc method, considering every comparing situation, could not be fruitful because of the complexity and the various kinds of transformations requested by the users . We are convinced that a formal approach, as presented in this paper, can bring a lot of bene ts in the document system research area. It allows the de nition of a powerful and general framework on which numerous investigations can be based.
